
A N O T H E R  N E X T  WA V E  I N N O V A T I O N 

QUIET RIDE

Quiet Ride offers a comprehensive new approach to sound reduction, featuring 
cutting-edge components including patented noise-cancelling Tuned Transom®.  
This system works to quash noise and reduce vibration, resulting in a dramatically  
quieter and more enjoyable boating experience. Quiet Ride stars on the new 
270 SLX, a luxury-inspired sport boat featuring premium touches and peak 
performance. Watersports enthusiasts and design aficionados alike will find 
plenty to love on all SLX models.  

QUIET RIDETM

High-tech hull laminates convert vibrational energy  
to heat that water whisks away

Patented noise-cancelling Tuned Transom® counteracts 
engine sounds and quells vibration by 50 percent

Sealed engine compartment and baffling stop noise  
before it can travel

Enjoy easier conversation, even at speed, and  
freedom from tiresome vibration
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W H A T  D O E S  B E T T E R  
B O A T I N G  L O O K  L I K E ? 

It will be defined by the wave of technologies  
and design breakthroughs being developed  
and championed by Sea Ray, including:

Innovative Thinking
•    Solarium-style roof and tall windows stretch from the 

covered extended cockpit through the helm to the sunny 
atrium above the galley and salon.

•        With windows and sunroofs opened or closed, the line 
between indoor and outdoor spaces is blurred, offering 
the best of both.

•   Creates seamless environmental and social transitions, 
and provides abundant light to all major living areas.

Inspired Execution
The 510 Sundancer uses SkyFlow Design to deliver a truly 
new style of express cruiser experience. A Boating magazine 
Editor’s Choice boat, the 510 is the perfect alternative 
to traditional tradeoffs and eliminates the “cave” effect 
inherent in most cruisers. The brilliantly lit extended-cockpit 
solarium becomes the true social heart of the boat.

Innovative Thinking
•  Cockpit and interior space are maximized right along  

with fuel economy and flexible performance.
•  Outboard enclosures reduce noise and allow a full-width 

swim platform and full-width mid-cabin stateroom.
•  Trimmable performance provides remarkable shallow-

water  access and improved fouling protection.

Inspired Execution
The 370 Venture uses Concealed Outboard Propulsion in a 
revolutionary new design voted Boating magazine’s 2012 
Boat of the Year. The rewards are quieter operation, better 
shallow-water capabilities, lower maintenance costs and 
remarkable onboard space, including the only full-width 
mid-cabin master in its class. Propulsion is no longer an 
“either-or” proposition.

Innovative Thinking
•   Large triangular planes integrate with the hull to create 

a dynamically articulating running surface, automatically 
maintaining peak performance, stability and comfort.

•   Improves acceleration, reduces bow rise and keeps boat 
at optimal trim no matter the load.

•   Significantly impacts wake height and shape to benefit 
skiers and wakeboarders.

Inspired Execution
The 230 SLX is the first of many models to feature Dynamic 
Running Surface, a system that automatically keeps the 
boat level and running its best in changing speed and sea 
conditions. Save user-defined favorite settings, adjust 
for watersports preferences or enjoy automatic on-the-fly 
changes. Stability is a beautiful thing. 
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